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The 26 PM Alphabet Starters provide an in-depth understanding of 
letters and the sounds they represent for emergent readers and English 
language learners. 

The PM Alphabet Starters contain five or seven words that begin with 
the same letter, allowing students to concentrate on one letter-sound 
at a time. Clear, readable text and stunning images feature throughout. 

Reading the books, students are also able to practise the valuable skills 
of word and picture matching, one-to-one matching of spoken and 
written words, and aural reinforcement of the onset sound in each  
set of words.

PM Alphabet Starters

An extension of the PM Alphabet Starters, the PM Alphabet Blends 
teach students the more complex skills of blending consonants and 
recognising digraphs. 

Hearing the sounds, saying the sounds, reading the sounds and writing 
the sounds of blends and digraphs in PM Alphabet Blends help students 
learn both the phoneme (sound) and visual appearance of each 
consonant blend and digraph.

The PM Alphabet Blends are designed to be used in conjunction with 
the PM Levelled Texts, in which the same blends and digraphs are found. 
When used collectively, a meaningful context is created where young 
readers can make associations that will be remembered.

PM Alphabet Blends

Crafted from a selection of highly successful Nelson readers, PM Multicultural features  
a collection of alphabet books and fiction and non-fiction texts for levels 1–20.  

Each book comprises authentic Middle Eastern settings which children can relate to, 
with stunning illustrations and photographs featured throughout.  

PM Alphabet Starters Pack (26 Books): 9780170170482 $180.00

PM Alphabet Blends Pack (34 Books): 9780170170499 $239.50

Nelson readers meticulously redesigned
for our diverse cultural classrooms.

Vowels and consonants feature a different strip of colour down the 
side of the front cover: vowels are orange and consonants are blue.
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The PM Levelled Texts are a set of 100 books for levels 1–20, with five  
books per level. The texts feature genuine Middle Eastern settings.

Each text features:

• built-in logic which develops reasoning and prediction

• meticulously levelled fiction or factual text to ensure a gradual  
learning gradient

• deliberate close match of text with illustrations and photographs  
to help students interpret and derive meaning from the text

• teaching notes on the inside front cover.

Levelled texts

For more information contact 
your Nelson representative 

www.nelsonprimary.com.au/contactus

visit 
nelsonprimary.com.au/pmmulticultural

Healthy Living, PM Purple Level 19

Barq’s Race, PM Yellow Level 6 Levels 1 and 2: Texts focus on two or more high-frequency 
words with a high repetition rate. 

Levels 3 to 5: New high-frequency words are introduced 
gradually and reinforced throughout books at the same and 
succeeding levels, while sentence construction is kept short 
and simple.

Levels 6 to 10: Texts continue to increase the number of 
sight words known to students. Sentence construction 
becomes gradually more complex and a more diverse range 
of language features are included.

Levels 11 to 15: Texts continue to build sight word recognition. 
The range of content extends to explore a wider range of 
themes such as Values and Beliefs, Identity and Humans and 
the Environment. Factual texts develop greater complexity 
in structure and content. Students are given situations 
which they can relate to but are gradually introduced to 
environments and culturally appropriate concepts beyond 
their immediate experience.

Levels 16 to 20: High Frequency word knowledge and 
recognition continues to grow. Sentence structure becomes 
more challenging with two clauses appearing within the 
sentence, adverbial clauses are specifically developed. 
Familiar suffixes, particularly those signalling tense are 
reinforced and built upon. Themes are explored more deeply.

Levels 11–20 PM Levelled Texts Pack (50 Books): 
9780170370370 $473.50

Football at School, inside front cover notes

Levels 1–10 PM Levelled Texts Pack (50 Books): 
9780170170505 $407.50


